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About me:
• 35+ years in the hobby
• Operations since I could hold a throttle
• Steam and transition era, interior British 

Columbia; 
• From HO to P:48 & N scales
• Fidelity, operations, historical research, 

growing the hobby, freight cars, track 
work; Proto:48, volunteering, preservation

• NMRA, LDSIG, OPSIG, CPHA, GNRHS



Operations = Paper

Train Control:
• Time Tables, Train Orders, Track Warrants, Registers, Lineups

• Operator Aids (non-prototypical): 
• Track schematics, train instruction cards, decoder function maps, 

• Car forwarding documents:
• Empty Car Bills
• SPINs
• Waybills
• Home route bills
• Agent’s instructions/notes
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• Car Card & Waybill
• Switchlists

• ShipIt!  Protrak Interchange, etc. 
üCan be realistic for more modern era
• Hand-written ahead of time – but what 

are they based from? (Sometimes 
CC&WB)

• Tab-on-car
• Basic information, simple to use

• Swap one-for-one
• Lowest information, arbitrary, simple

• All really trying to do the same thing 
• All require the same background 

information to be realistic: 
• Consignee, destination, routing, car, etc…

• All require learning curve and setup
• Most have scalability issues
• Most aren’t very realistic (appearance, 

not customer-driven, etc.)
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Existing far forwarding systems:



Car Cards and Waybills are probably 
the most popular way of moving 
traffic on a model railroad. 
Developed in the 1960s and 
popularized in the 1970s as part of 
the move towards more realistic 
looking and operating layouts. 

Steve King Railroad Model Craftsman, 1978

Bruce Chubb How to Operate your Model 
Railroad, 1977
Ed Ravenscroft - Tabs on Cars Model 
Railroader, November 1975
Allen McLelland’s “V&O Story” in Railroad 
Model Craftsman & the White River 
Publications book (‘70s/’80s).
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Car Cards and Waybills



But that was 40 years ago!

What else was “cutting edge” and innovative in the hobby 40 
years ago?
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Then vs. now… 
Photo courtesy Rapido Trains



• Operations
• Realism / fidelity
• Going beyond the basement
• More bang for your buck/hobby time
• Slowing things down
• Simplifying / scaling down
• Layouts you can finish – “Achievable 

Layouts”

• DCC & Sound
• Static Grass
• 3D Printing
• Photo backdrops
• Online information sharing
• True-to-scale track work (proto: XX)
• Highly detailed, ready-to-run 

equipment, buildings, accessories, etc.
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What are the trends these days?



James McNabb’s “Grimes Line” (MRP 2015)
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Lance Mindheim’s “Downtown Spur”
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Trevor Marshall’s “Port Rowan in 1:64 scale”
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What are the trends these days?

• Operations
• Realism / fidelity
• Sound and realistic train handling
• Realistic traffic control (TT&TO, CTC, etc.)
• Going beyond the basement
• More bang for your buck/hobby time
• Slowing things down
• Simplifying / scaling down
• Layouts you can finish – “Achievable 

Layouts”

Prototypical Waybills fit these trends 
perfectly. 

We are modelling everything else about 
railroading more realistically than ever 
(including train and traffic control)… 

So why hasn’t car forwarding kept up?
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Why more prototypical waybills?



In the last decade:
• Tony Thompson RMC Dec 2009
• Ted Pamperin & Tony Koester MR Feb 

2012
• Tony Thompson’s “Modelling the SP” 

blog (ca. 2010 on) and in Model 
Railroad Hobbyist (Sept 2016, etc.)

• Popularized and driven by folks like 
Tony Koester, Tony Thompson, Otis 
McGee, Ted Pamperin, Trevor 
Marshall, Jeff Aley… Modellers who 
strive for prototype fidelity in other 
parts of their modelling as well.
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Too Much Information?
Car
Routing
Destination (consignee)
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Other “neat” information:

Junction stamps
Yard stamps
Scale ticket
Contents
Weight
Shipper
Date
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Prototype Waybill MicroMark style Tony Thompson’s Example

What it looks like in practice:
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What it looks like in practice:



Scratch building waybills
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CPR Prototype Waybill sample

Draft waybill design by author.
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Yard Stamps

Usually stamped on back of 
waybills, but either bleed through 
(mirror image) or sometimes put on 
front. 

Stamped with date, time, RR, and 
yard name when car and waybill 
arrive at a yard.

Give sense of beyond-the-basement 
and where the car was routed from.

Can be home-road and foreign road 
stamps. 
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Junction Stamps

Stamped at bottom of waybill every 
time a car is passed to another 
carrier. 
Used to track each RR’s share of 
revenue for moving the car from 
shipper to consignee. 

Tell a great story of how the car got 
from the shipper to consignee –
especially on long hauls or in dense 
regions.
Should follow the “routing” 
instructions on the waybill.
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Weigh Ticket

Printed on a separate 
piece of paper by the scale 
and attached to the car, or 
written in by hand. 

There are hobby scales 
now that can talk to a 
computer or printer, so 
you could actually print a 
ticket. 
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Weight Agreements

Stamped in place of scale tickets.

Shippers who had special weight 
agreements with the railroad –
listed in various sources. 

Weight agreement references are a 
great resource for shipper 
information.

Often when shipper’s commodity 
weights were consistent and easily 
calculated (eg., pallets of canned 
fruit). 
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“Iced at” stamp and “Special Service Pasters”
To record icing of cars (often to record 
cost to be billed), thus often appears in 
the contents and rates section at the 
bottom of the bill.

Stapled to top-left of waybill (note 
marked area on most bills) so that it 
sticks out above bill and will stand out in 
a stack of waybills. 
Easy to replicate even using CC&WB. 
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Car Card & Waybill
Pros Cons

Familiar to crews “52 card pickup”

Potentially flexible Flipping cards

Easy start-up (eg. 
Micro Mark)

“Captured” cars

Lots of “how-to”
documentation

Not realistic looking

Bill boxes

Car-centric

Pros and Cons of Respective Systems

Prototypical Waybills
Pros Cons

Fidelity Legibility

Detail Detail

More “beyond 
basement” potential

Sorting paperwork

Can’t lean on layout Draw up switch list

More thinking More thinking

Empowers operators 
(MT car orders, etc.)

Set up time

Driven by customer 
demand

Computer time/ 
“scratch-building 
waybills”
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Other Cool Things that come with 
prototypical waybills?

• Simulating the Clerk/Agent job:
• Messages/instructions to train crews
• Empty car orders
• Flexibility in spot/hold/pulls

• Empty Car & Home Route Bills

• Waybill Boxes

• Slows things down

Image courtesy Tony Thompson
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Automation:  Combining with Computerized Car 
Forwarding 

• Automatic generation of Waybills and Empty Car 
Requests (simulating Clerks) – new bills printed 
every session

• Tracking car movements with RFID chips 

• Automated printing of weigh scale tickets (eg: 
Boulder Creek Engineering)

• Calculating revenue, demurrage, etc. 

• Calculating tonnages for motive power 
assignments

• Adding variety, flexibility to car movements

• You need to create the data anyway… 

• JMRI, LCC, RFIDs, direct thermal (receipt) printers… 
all of the pieces are already coming together for 
other aspects of operations. 

What’s Next? Where can we take this?
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Automatic generation of waybills?

Car with RFID chip

Weigh scale readout 

Industry and frequency 
of demand database

Stamp templates 
(graphic files)

Automated Car 
forwarding 
software

Weigh scale ticket

Waybill/ empty car slip

Car info
Routing
Shipper/ consignee
Contents
Weight/ cost
Etc…

Printer(s)



What it comes down to:

• Need some kind of system of car 
forwarding
• Already need to create the 

consignees, destinations, and (most 
likely) the types of cars required in 
what quantity and frequency
• Customer-driven car forwarding is 

more prototypical
• Offers a far more detailed, realistic 

way to present the information and 
helps set the scene/era
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Thank you!


